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Abstract
Trade Flow is creating a Copy Trading platform for investments in
cryptocurrency with the goal of making crypto trading easy and profitable
for regular people who want to get involved in crypto trading but don’t
have time to constantly follow their investments. Trade Flow will offer a
variety of Trading Bots that will represent different trading strategies and
will have a live track record on the blockchain, allowing anyone on the
Trade Flow platform to copy the Bots who have proven track records and
the strategies that fit their investing criteria best.
As the platform develops, Trade Flow will add financial services such as index investing,
lending, cryptocurrency deposits with yields, real estate funds, shipping investment fund, NFT
funds, and energy investment funds. Trade Flow is designed to create investment vehicles
that are simple for regular users to make wise investment choices based on the best investors
in each field. By signing up for the copy trading service, novice investors simply make their
buy and sell decisions based on those trading bots who are following the market and who
have proven trading performance and track record.
Trade Flow is powered by its internal cryptocurrency, the Trade Flow Coin (TFLOW), which
functions as a utility token and a requirement for entry to the platform. Users of the platform
need to hold at least 10% of the value of their investment in TFLOW to participate in the
copy trading offered on the Trade Flow platform. The platform offers a 20% annual return
on investment for all money invested in the platform and charges a 20% success fee for all
profits that are generated through the use of the platform.
The participation in membership means that the users of the platform have interests that are
aligned with the platform developers, creating a community of shared interest in maintaining
the platform and the token value. The Trade Flow Coin will be the first Coin that will be
connected to the generation of value and the right to access value generation in both the
Crypto and Traditional Economy.
The token sale is targeted at raising 4 Million Euro. 2M will be used as investment capital for
trading and 2M will be used to create the Trade Flow Company, Platform, Exchange, Wallet,
Algorithm, Copy Trading Service and to plan and execute the platform’s marketing campaign.
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Background
Blockchain is revolutionizing the financial world, and it’s becoming mainstream with the large
financial institutions. The recent approval of Bitcoin ETFs and the anticipation of spot ETFs
has top financial news outlets such as Bloomberg saying that “Bitcoin is eating gold[1].Bitcoin
has created new wealth for many early adopters and technologists. Yet, as usual, a very
small minority of people are benefiting from this tremendous opportunity. As of March 2021,
70 million bitcoin wallets were open, which represents less than 1% of the world’s population.
In the United States, approximately 23% hold cryptocurrency[2]. This low market penetration
means that most of the population is simply not benefiting from this investment opportunity.
The cryptocurrency market capitalization surpassed $3 trillion in 2021 and continues to
grow. By comparison, in the fourth quarter of 2020 the total value of global equity trading
worldwide was 34.8 trillion U.S. dollars[3]. Physical money (notes and coins) and the money
deposited in savings and checking accounts reaches approximately $37 trillion. In other
words, cryptocurrencies now represent a large and growing portion of the capital in the
world.
The cryptocurrency industry, like any investment industry, requires knowledge to invest
properly[4]. While there are many opportunities, it’s hard to tell the difference between shortterm pump-and-dump schemes and legitimate projects[5]. Furthermore, automation has
swept through the industry, with algorithmic trading and bots that simply can out-trade the
average person[6]. As with any type of investment, investing in cryptocurrency has become a
profession. To avoid mistakes and actually make money in the industry, people either need to
invest a lot of time, or they need a system or follow the experts. For that reason, copy trading
has become a popular way for new investors to get into the crypto markets[7]. Not only does it
allow people to get great returns, they can also learn by watching what the experts do, if they
are so inclined.
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Bitcoin Bulls See “Trillions” of Inflows when Spot ETF Wins Approval, Vildana Harjic and Katherine Greifeld,
Bloomberg, November 2021.
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A Rising Number of Americans Own Crypto, Richard Laycock and Catherine Choi, Finder, June 2021.
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Crypto Markets Tag $3T Combined Market Cap for First Time, Samuel Haig, Cointelegraph, November 2021.
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Getting Rich off Cryptocurrency Isn’t as Easy as Internet Millionaires Make It Look, Mallika Mitra, Money.com,
May 2021.
Common Mistakes that Cryptocurrency Investment Mistakes that Novices Make, Priya Dialani, July 2021,
Analytics Insight.
What Is the Role of Bots in Crypto Trading? Nathan Reiff, Investopedia, July 2021.
Why Is Copy Trading So Popular? Eurotrader, July 2021.
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Solution
The Trade Flow Platform initially provides users the ability to follow the trades of the Trade
Flow team and Algorithm. The Trade Flow team are experts at cryptocurrency trading and
have developed algorithms that provide 20% annual return on investment based on the
Tether value (USDT), such that the participants in the Trade Flow platform immediately
benefit from the expertise of the trading experts.
Participants in Trade Flow can benefit from either of the different exchanges that are
supported by Trade Flow. Trade Flow offers Spot Trading only in the initial iteration. Over
time, Trade Flow will populate the team with experts who can provide a variety of financial
instruments to copy-trade using the Trade Flow platform. The expertise will include:

Metaverse
and Gaming

Staking
Pools

Financial
Indexes

Real Estate
Investment

NFT Funds

Shipping And
Supply Chain

Lending

Clean Energy

Financial
Services

The participants in the Trade Flow network benefit from the trade flow wallet and exchange,
and are able to participate in a variety of crypto-asset and trading instruments that make
expert trading available to novices and investors who are looking for a way to keep their
portfolio dynamic, without having to monitor and trade on a day-to-day basis.
The NFT Funds allow users to deposit funds into the TradeFlow NFT Wallet. The platform
uses the collective purchasing power of the participants to find and invest in top NFTs that
the team believes will have an increased value in the future. The TradeFlow system includes
an NFT vault that holds the NFTs in the fund. By holding TFLOW coins, community members
can participate in governance decisions and investment allocations regarding the NFT Fund
vault.
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Trade Flow Algorithm
The Trade Flow Algorithm has been developed by the team to read the crypto market trends
and operate rapidly—faster than a human trader—to identify opportunities. The initial
release of the algorithm is based on the CHOP_LRSI, MACD,MA and EMA Cross indicators.
The Algorithm will be further developed to connect to other metrics, media factors and
socioeconomic factors in order to be able to predict with high accuracy the market shifts,
based not just on price prediction, but also on changes in the economy, global news and
announcements in the industry.

Index Investing
The Trade Flow Platform will also offer indexing investing. Participants in the network
(Followers) will be able to automatically convert their USDT to several indexes made up of
different classes of crypto-assets with different risk-reward profiles and different types of
industry verticals. Examples of index funds include Blue Chips, Smart Contract/Layer2, NFTs,
Exchange Coins, Celebrity Tokens, Play-to-Earn, DeFi Protocols, and other types of cryptoassets.

Financial Services Investing
Followers in the Trade Flow network can use their wallet to participate in cryptocurrency
lending services that yield interest on loans to other DeFi organizations, based on
collateralized cryptocurrency.
Trade Flow users can choose the amount of funds they would like to allocate to Crypto
Lending Services or to a simple interest-bearing Crypto Deposit Services in order to profit
from the lending and interest deposit rates. Followers allocate their USDT through the
Platform Wallet Account, which acts as a single lender or deposits funds to Corporate
Accounts on Exchanges and Crypto Banks. This allows anyone on the Trade Flow platform to
benefit from the kinds of rates that exchanges, and banks can offer, rather than depending on
individual peer-to-peer lending rates.

www.tradeflow.ai
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Trade Flow Wallet
All participants in the Trade Flow network will operate through the Trade Flow crypto wallet,
which will allow Followers to subscribe to all of the services of the platform. The wallet offers
two base cryptocurrencies: the native TFLOW and USDT (Tether). At least 20% of the funds
need to be held in TFLOW to participate in the Copy Trading service. Some services on the
platform will have different minimum holdings of TFLOW for participation. The wallet will not
initially support fiat currency trading. The holding of TFLOW provides additional benefit, as
the system uses a profit-sharing model where 20% of trading fees and other platform fees
are shared with the token holders. This model will be active till the reserve wallet that shares
these fees in the form of TFLOW tokens is empty. This is a reward system for the investors
that will join and support the TradeFlow platform and community.
All of the following functions will be available on the Trade Flow Wallet:

Allocate their funds to the Trade Flow Copy
Trading Service
Invest in Cryptocurrency Indexes
Crypto Lending
Crypto Deposit Interests
Real Estate Fund
Shipping Fund
Energy Fund
The next phase of the Trade Flow Platform will combine the wallet function with a
cryptocurrency exchange, while retaining all of the initial services. Trade Flow will also
integrate a crypto-based debit card to allow members to spend cryptocurrency at regular
retail outlets and have the retailer paid in fiat currency. The system will also add functionality
for purchase of cryptocurrency from fiat currency.

www.tradeflow.ai
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Social Platform
The Trade Flow platform is designed to evolve into a social trading platform where followers
generate value on the platform. The platform offers a 20% return on investment in annual
interest based on the dollar rate. The system encourages people to share their interests and
stake on the platform together, based on their interest in the platform services.

Trade Flow Coin Functionality
Trade Flow Coin can be used on the platform as follows:

For prepayment in order to join the copy
trading service of the platform. 20% of the
invested capital must always remain staked.
As a means of participating in all of the
platform services.
As a means of payment of the copy trading
profits commission.
As a means of profit distribution from the
Staking Pools (option to convert USDT to
Trade Flow Coins).
As a coin to sell to receive other
cryptocurrencies within the platform.

www.tradeflow.ai
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Trade Flow Exchange
Trade Flow will establish an internal exchange where Followers can send and receive TFLOW
coins, trade for BTC, ETH, USDT, USD and EUR. The system will include a maximum and
minimum deposit limit to avoid distortion of markets by large investors (whales). The Initial
Pair for the Exchange will be TFLOW/USDT.

The Trade Flow Algorithm
The Trade Flow Algorithm will constantly be updated to follow market trends and provide
competitive trading capabilities. The cryptocurrency markets are highly dynamic as coins
change valuation and new crypto assets are constantly being offered in markets. Having an
up-to-date trading algorithm is the one of the keys to ensuring reliable returns on investment.
The development team will keep up with the latest trends. The initial algorithm is based on
trading indicators such as Chop LRSI, MACD, MA and others.

The Trade Flow Foundation
The Trade Flow Foundation will make contributions to positive social good causes with a
portion of the revenues.

TFLOW is the cryptographic token that powers the Trade Flow network.
It will be minted as an BEP-20 token for maximum fungibility and wallet
support. TFLOW token holders enjoy certain utility functionality on the
Trade Flow platform which is described in this document.

www.tradeflow.ai
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Token Topology
Account Tiers

SILVER

GOLD

PLATINUM

50,000*

100,000*

250,000*

TFLOW

TFLOW

TFLOW

25% Discount on
trading fees

50% Discount on
trading fees

90% Discount on
trading fees

*average balance over 3 months

Trade Flow will feature account tiers that will enable users on the platform the ability to gain
access to special discounts on trading fees.
Users will be required to hold a minimum balance of Trade Flow token (TFLOW) in their
platform wallets in order to receive the discounts.
There are three tiers, Silver, Gold and Platinum as per the above graphic. The minimum
holdings will be calculated as an average balance over the course of three (3) months.

www.tradeflow.ai
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Account Funding
Trade Flow begins when a user funds their account. Users fund in fiat or stablecoin and have
the choice of participating in the platform’s copy trading service and/or investment banking
fund.
For each amount contributed, 20% of the value must be through TFLOW tokens. For
example, if a user adds USD 1,000 to his or her copy trading account, they must also add
USD 200 in TFLOW tokens. Upon deposit of stablecoins to fund a user’s account, an instant
conversion representing 20% of the wallet balance will occur, converting that balance into
TFLOW. The balance of a user’s account must always remain at 20% TFLOW. These tokens
will be directed towards the Direct Staking Contract where they will earn a return of 20%
APY.
These tokens must be locked for as long as the deposited funds are held. The value of
TFLOW may fluctuate during this time – no top-up is required should the balance drop below
20% of the deposited fiat or stablecoin amount, however staked funds cannot be withdrawn
even if they exceed their original contribution.

TRADE FLOW TOKEN ECONOMICS

ACCOUNT FUNDING

www.tradeflow.ai
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Other Services
Trade Flow supports Indexing, Investing, Lending and Crypto Deposits. Lending and Crypto
Deposits will work as back-to-back services. The users allocate the stablecoins (only) to
the company wallets and the company transfers those funds to its accounts on third party
platforms.even if they exceed their original contribution.

Profit Sharing
As users earn profits from our Copy Trading Service or Investment Banking Fund, a portion
(20%) of these profits are retained by the Trade Flow Platform as commissions and fees.
These profits are typically collected in TFLOW but can alternatively be paid in fiat or
stablecoin. For those that elect to pay in TFLOW, they receive a discount of the profit sharing
of 10% for the first year.
Users can also elect to have their share of the profits paid in USD, stablecoin or TFLOW. For
those that elect to receive in TFLOW, they receive a 10% profit bonus for the first year.

TRADE FLOW TOKEN ECONOMICS

PROFIT SHARING

www.tradeflow.ai
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Trading Fees
Trade Flow charges a 0.10% trading fee to automatically execute trades via API to thirdparty exchanges that manage customer accounts. This enables the platform to automate
trades recommended by its Copy Trading Service.
This fee is in addition to the exchange fee charged directly to account holders, currently
estimated at approximately 0.50% but may decrease as trade volume goes up. This trading
fee enables Trade Flow to pay for the cost to manage and maintain the user interface as well
as the backend system to integrate with a multitude of different exchanges.
However, for users who hold the minimum number of tokens based on the aforementioned
account tiers, special discounting is provided. All trading fees are payable in TFLOW token
exclusively and will be deducted from the user’s TFLOW token balance held on the platform.

TRADE FLOW TOKEN ECONOMICS

TRADING FEES

The discount rate will decrease after each one-year period as defined in the schedule below:

SILVER TIER

GOLD TIER

PLATINUM TIER

Year 1

25% trading fee discount

50% trading fee discount

90% trading fee discount

Year 2

15% trading fee discount

35% trading fee discount

75% trading fee discount

Year 3

10% trading fee discount

20% trading fee discoun

50% trading fee discount

www.tradeflow.ai
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Staking
Trade Flow utilizes two types of staking mechanisms to reward and incentivize users on the
platform. They are explained in greater detail below.

Direct Staking
TRADE FLOW TOKEN ECONOMICS

DIRECT STAKING

Exclusively for TFLOW account holders, TFLOW can also be earned by directly staking
TFLOW tokens into the token staking pool as required for any new deposits. Users earn a
fixed fee of 20% annually from the staking pool. The staking pool is replenished by profits
sharing fees, and trading fees earned by the platform.
Direct staking accomplishes the act of locking TFLOW and thereby preventing it from being
sold, however direct staking does not add to liquidity. Direct staking, however, has the
potential to reduce exposure and risks to participants, such as impermanent loss, changes in
ratio of supplied liquidity, as well as the market risk of holding two tokens.
Where the LP staking pool is a finite resource and exhaustible, the direct staking pool is
intended to be replenished by platform fee collections providing a mechanism for token
holders to continue to earn additional TFLOW well after LP staking has ended.
The yield provided through direct staking shall be variable and dependent on fee collections
and the number of TFLOW staking participants.

www.tradeflow.ai
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TRADE FLOW TOKEN ECONOMICS

DIRECT TOKEN STAKING

LP Staking
TFLOW can be earned when participants add liquidity to Trade Flow’s DEX liquidity pool.
Trade Flow will create a staking contract that is activated when LP shares generated from
liquidity providers are deposited into the Trade Flow staking contract. TFLOW is paid into the
staking pool and earned by LP miners based on their pro-rata share in the staking pool.
Staking is designed to reward participants who lock their TFLOW tokens while providing
much needed liquidity to the DEX pool. In return they are given TFLOW from the staking
reserve. The staking reserve is a finite and exhaustible resource which is expected to
incentivize early participants and reduce the circulating supply.

TRADE FLOW TOKEN ECONOMICS

LP STAKING

www.tradeflow.ai
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Token Sale
TFLOW shall only be made available for purchase through its token sale or on the secondary
exchange market.
TFLOW will create 250,000,000 (250 million) total TFLOW based on the following capital
raise structure:

SALE PERIOD

TOKENS SOLD

SELLING PRICE

AMOUNT RAISED

Private Sale

40,000,000

USD 0.05

USD 2,000,000

Totals

40,000,000 TFLOW

-

USD 2,000,000

Trade Flow intends to perform a direct listing on a DEX after the conclusion of the private
sale.
Tokens created by the contract will be distributed based on the following:

TRADE FLOW

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

16%

18%

20%

40%

PRIVATE-SALE
40,000,000 TFLOW
TEAM
50,000,000 TFLOW

4%

DEX LIQUIDITY (ETH)
10,000,000 TFLOW

www.tradeflow.ai
Copyright © 2021 TradeFlow. All Rights Reserved.

STAKING REWARDS
45,000,000 TFLOW

RESERVE
100,000,000 TFLOW

2%

ADVISORY
5,000,000 TFLOW
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TRADE FLOW

USE OF PROCEEDS

VESTING
10% at listing
1 mo. lockup
Private Sale

Monthly linear
vesting for 12
mo. thereafter
12 mo. lockup

Team

Equal
installments over
18 mo. thereafter

DEX Liquidity
(ETH)
10%

MARKETING

25%

OPERATIONS

5.5%

LEGAL

Staking
Rewards

No lockup

Released as per
actual earnings

50%

TECHNOLOGY

9.5%

DEX LIQUIDITY (ETH)

3 mo. lockup

Reserve

Equal
installments over
24 mo. thereafter

Contributions received from the token
sale will be used according to the above
breakdown. These percentages are subject
to change at any moment and provided as an
approximation.

www.tradeflow.ai
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12 mo. lockup

Advisory

Equal
installments over
18 mo. thereafter
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Team

John
Aslanis
Founder

Haris
Chastoykis

Despoina
Tsirogianni

Kyriakos
Papazoglou

Tony
Vamvakidi

CTO

Crypto Analyst

Advisors

Dimitris
Litsikakis

FinTech Advisor

www.tradeflow.ai
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Real Estate Advisor

Yachting Advisor
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Roadmap
October 2021

Creation and launch of the
concept of the TradeFlow project

November 2021
Creation of the Trading
Algorithm

January 2022

Launch of Private Sale

Q1 2022

Completion of the Private
Sale Listing in Decentralized
Exchange

Q2 2022

Completion of the BETA Version
of the platform

Q3 2022

Completion of the TradeFlow
Exchange and Services Pools

Q4 2022

Launch of the full version of the
Platform

Q1 2023

Listing in Tier 1 Exchanges

www.tradeflow.ai
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Disclaimer
In consideration of Trade Flow (the “Company”) providing this Whitepaper to the recipient,
the recipient acknowledges that the contents of this Whitepaper are confidential to the
Company and the recipient agrees not to disclose, distribute or permit to be communicated
verbally, directly or indirectly or otherwise, or to otherwise publish the contents of this
Whitepaper except with the prior written consent of the Company. For the purposes of this
acknowledgement “recipient” includes, without limitation, any principal, employee or agent of
the recipient.
This Whitepaper, and any offers made within it, is solely for Participants. This Whitepaper
provides a summary of the main features of the Company. It contains general advice only
and has been prepared without taking into account any participant’s objectives, financial
situation or needs. Participants should read the Whitepaper carefully and assess whether
the information is appropriate for them in respect of their objectives, financial situation and
needs.
This Whitepaper does not purport to contain all the information that a prospective participant
may require. In all cases, interested parties should conduct their own investigation and
analysis of the Company and the data contained in this Whitepaper.
The Company does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained in this Whitepaper. Furthermore, the Company
shall not have any liability to the recipient or any person resulting from the reliance upon this
Whitepaper in determining to make an application to apply for shares in the Company.
The Company considers that the financial and non-financial information contained in
this Whitepaper has been prepared to the best of its reasonable knowledge and ability.
However, recipients must rely on their own investigation of all financial information and no
representations or warranties are or will be made by the Company as to the accuracy or
completeness of such information.
The Company makes no representation about the underlying value of the tokens on offer.
Prospective participants must make their own assessment about whether the price of the
tokens being offered represents fair value.

www.tradeflow.ai
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Participant Warning
Participation in a token sale carries high risks. It is highly speculative and before participating
in any project about which information is given, prospective participants are strongly advised
to seek appropriate professional advice;
The information contained in this Whitepaper has been prepared by or on behalf of the
Company. Trade Flow has not undertaken an independent review of the information
contained in this Whitepaper.

Prominent Statements
The information contained in this Whitepaper about the proposed business opportunity is not
intended to be the only information on which a decision is to be made and is not a substitute
for a disclosure document, or any other notice that may be required under law. Detailed
information may be needed to make a token participation decision;
Prospective participants should be aware that no established market exists for the trading of
any tokens that may be offered.

Future Statements
Except for historical information, there may be matters in this Whitepaper that are forwardlooking statements. Such statements are only predictions and are subject to inherent
risks and uncertainty. Forward-looking statements, which are based on assumptions
and estimates and describe the Company’s future plans, strategies, and expectations are
generally identifiable by the use of the words ‘anticipate’, ‘will’, ‘believe’, ‘estimate’, ‘plan’,
‘expect’, ‘intend’, ‘seek’, or similar expressions. Participants are cautioned not to place
undue reliance on forward-looking statements. By its nature, forward-looking information
involves numerous assumptions, inherent risks and uncertainties both general and specific
that contribute to the possibility those predictions, forecasts, projections and other forwardlooking statements will not occur. Those risks and uncertainties include factors and risks
specific to the industry in which the Company operates as well as general economic
conditions. Actual performance or events may be materially different from those expressed or
implied in those statements.
All forward-looking statements attributable to the Company or persons acting on behalf
of the Company are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements in
this section. Except as expressly required by law, the Company undertakes no obligation
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to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements provided in this Whitepaper
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, or the risks affecting this
information.
None of the Company, its officers or any person named in this Whitepaper with their consent,
or any person involved in the preparation of this Whitepaper, makes any representation or
warranty (express or implied) as to the accuracy or likelihood of fulfilment of any forwardlooking statement except to the extent required by law. The forward-looking statements
reflect the views held only as at the date of this Whitepaper.

Value Risks
Tokens issued by Trade Flow may drop substantially in value, or may remain illiquid for long
periods of time or indefinitely. Trade Flow cannot guarantee an active secondary market for
the exchange of tokens purchased in the token sale. Not all disclosures or statements are
being made in this disclaimer section. Participants should review the token sale agreement in
its entirety and seek the professional advice of legal counsel and investment professionals.
Trade Flow tokens may change in value based on a number of factors that are outside our
control. There is no guarantee or expectation that Trade Flow tokens will increase in value,
provide a return, or have sufficient adoption and liquidity on exchanges. Owning these tokens
does not constitute a share of equity or ownership in the company. The token economy is new
and exciting. Regulatory circumstances may require that token mechanics be changed or
altered.
Trade Flow tokens do not have any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or
features, express or implied, including, without limitation, any uses, purpose, attributes,
functionalities or features on the Trade Flow platform. Company does not guarantee and
is not representing in any way to buyer that the Trade Flow tokens have any rights, uses,
purpose, attributes, functionalities or features. TFLOW tokens may have no value. The
company reserves the right to refuse or cancel TFLOW token purchase requests at any time
at its sole discretion.
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